• From our experiment we observed that similar FM colors (such as red, orange and brown) may be difficult to differentiate under different lighting conditions.
• From our experiment we observed that similar FM colors (such as red, orange and brown) may be difficult to differentiate under different lighting conditions.
• For error control, we use "binarized marks".
• Binarized marks are combinations of small black squares placed at the center of one or more squares of the FM.
• A binary sequence is obtained from the binarized marks.
• Error control using binarized marks will only be used under conditions where we can not confidently estimate the printer index based on the NCC score.
 In image based dietary assessment, color is a very important feature in food identification.  To eliminate the influence of varying lighting conditions and mitigate variations in camera sensor response, color calibration is required prior to food classification.  We have designed a color checkerboard pattern or fiducial marker (FM) to be included in the scene to serve as reference for estimation of scale and pose of food items and to provide reference information for color calibration.
 In our previous user studies we have generated and distributed FMs to participants. We need to develop methods such that participants can generate their own FMs.
Introduction Error Control Using Binarized Marks
• Our approach for color correction is based on the von-Kries model.
• where C refj and C testj are the RGB color vector associated with j th color.
• Colors can be then calibrated using the linear mapping.
Color Correction
• Reproducing exact colors on various printers is a difficult problem. To properly color calibrate an image, we must determine which printer was used to print the FM included in the image. We call this printer indexing.
• We design our indexing system by associating each printer with an FM that has different color square arrangements.
• Denote i as the index for the i th printer and its corresponding printer color reference matrix is C (i) ref .
• The normalized cross correlation (NCC) score is used to estimate the printer index.
• The NCC score is obtained based on the vectorized color matrix:
• The correct printer index i is estimated, out of total N printers:
• The correct color calibration matrix can then be used to color correct the image.
Printer Indexing System
• We test our NCC-based method for FMs printed using 9 different printers.
• 579 test images were obtained under various lighting conditions.
• The accuracy of estimated printer index based on average NCC scores from 9 printers (note that printer printers with "*" are laser printers) are:
• A subset of 40 images from our set of test images were used for testing the error control. The two lines inside the red rectangular area show an example of an incorrect printer being selected based on NCC alone. It was corrected by the error control method.
